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Not all that hangs on the wall is a painting
Collezione Maramotti decided to investigate this
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The curator Bob Nickas speaks up in defense of the paintings through his exhibition Figurative
Geometry at Collezione Maramotti. However, Bob Nickas is not really participating in the endless
dispute about whether painting as art is dead. He is talking about the relevancy of the painting
process itself during the time when “everything that hangs on the wall must at once be given the
status of a painting, even if the artist did not use the paints in any shape or form”.
For his project, he chose works by nine artists, mostly Americans, working in the abstract painting
genre. Though the curator challenges this assertion, too: “I do not think this is abstract art; for me
this is just one more form of representation, and I find it to be of interest – perhaps because
everything created in the field of painting – at least among what is shown on exhibitions, – looks
more like an illustration: the works are representational and reminiscent of cartoons. I am not
interested in how that’s painted, I like seeing the painter’s hand in his or her work.”
The painter’s hand really seems to be the main thing that unites the works represented at the
exhibition, some of which are hard to actually classify as paintings. For example, the panel by Sadie
Benning which looks more like a child’s puzzle, or the work Others (2016) by Ulrike Müller created
from steel plates, which more like an installation. There are also works here that do fit within the
concept, like the pictures of Robert Janitz, painted with large sweeping brushstrokes.
Another topic of the exhibition is time in its different conceptual manifestations, from
documentation that happens in the paintings by Xylor Jane where she records through numbers the
amount of seconds in one day, to metaphysics like in the black and white series Landscape before
death by Mamie Holst. “The main idea of this exhibition is contained, in my opinion, in the process
of viewing in itself. Usually we look through images quickly, but their perception requires time,” says
Marina Dacci, the director of Collezione Maramotti.
Such an attitude is needed, among others, for the works by Chip Hughes, which look like woven
material right until the moment when the viewer, sensing a catch, comes close and sees traditional
oil on canvas before his or her eyes.
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